
HOW SPACE PHOTOMETRY CHANGED 
OUR VIEW ON PULSATING STARS

TYPES OF PULSATORS



G-MODE PULSATIONS

γ DORADUS STARS
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G-MODE PULSATIONS

γ DORADUS STARS
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Tkachenko et al. (2013)

‣ known since 1995 

‣ early F spectral types 

‣ 1.4 - 2.5 solar masses 

‣ multiperiodic, non-radial pulsations of high-order g-modes 

‣ periods from 0.5 - 3d, amplitudes on the millimagnitude level 

‣ excitation mechanism: convective blocking (Guzik et al. 2000)



G-MODE PULSATIONS

γ DORADUS STARS: 43 CYGNI
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G-MODE PULSATIONS

γ DORADUS STARS: 43 CYGNI
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G-MODE PULSATIONS

γ DORADUS STARS: CONVECTIVE BLOCKING
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‣ driving occurs at the base of the  
envelope convection zone, where  
the opacity is increasing and there 
is an abrupt transition from fully  
radiative to fully convective energy 
transport 

‣ convection does not adapt to 
transport the additional luminosity 
during the pulsation cycle ➔ luminosity is periodically blocked at the base of 
the convection zone, resulting in pulsation driving. 

‣ strongly dependent on depths of convective envelope: temperature at 
base of the convection zone must be between ~200 000K and ~480 000 K



G-MODE PULSATIONS

PERIOD SPACINGS IN γ DORADUS STARS
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Van Reeth et al. (2014)

Well defined sample of Kepler γ 
Doradus stars

Example: KIC 5708550

Theoretical prediction of period spacing 
in γ Doradus stars

Miglio et al. (2008)

slope: rotation



G-MODE PULSATIONS

PROGRADE & RETROGRADE PERIOD SPACING PATTERNS
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spectra with respect to synthetic spectra within a relatively
large wavelength range. The synthetic spectra are computed for
different values of the listed parameters using a combination of

the synthV code (Tsymbal 1996), the LLmodels code (Shulyak
et al. 2004), and information obtained from the VALD
database (Kupka et al. 1999), i.e., similar to how the LSD

Figure 3. The period spacing patterns of the slowly rotating star KIC 9751996. Left: the pulsation series in a period échelle diagram. The prograde (black circles),
zonal (black triangles) and retrograde (black squares) dipole modes are marked separately, while the other pulsation modes are shown in gray. Top right: the prograde
(dash–dot lines), zonal (full lines), and retrograde (dashed lines) modes in the Fourier spectrum. Bottom right: the period spacing patterns, using the same symbols as
before. The dotted lines indicate missing frequencies.

Figure 4. The prograde (left) and retrograde (right) period spacing patterns of KIC 8375138. The symbols used are the same as in Figure 3.

Figure 5. The prograde (left) and retrograde (right) period spacing patterns of KIC 2710594. The symbols used are the same as in Figure 3.
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The Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series, 218:27 (32pp), 2015 June Van Reeth et al.

KIC 2710594

Van Reeth et al. (2016)

prograde retrograde



HYBRID PULSATIONS

δ SCUTI - γ DORADUS HYBRID STARS
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Grigahcène et al. 2010

properties of both types 
→ additional information 

about stellar interior



OPEN QUESTIONS

P- AND G-MODES IN SEVERAL TYPES OF STARS

▸ 𝛃 Cephei & SPB 

▸ 𝛅 Scuti & γ Dor 

▸ some white dwarf types 

▸ solar-like oscillations possibly  
present in some other classes as well 

▸ Trend to identify p- and g-modes in a given type of star 
and forget the „instability region definition“
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P-MODE PULSATIONS

RAPIDLY OSCILLATING AP (ROAP) STARS
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P-MODE PULSATIONS

RAPIDLY OSCILLATING AP (ROAP) STARS
▸ A - F spectral types, 1 - 5 solar masses 

▸ chemically peculiar 

▸ horizontal: spots on the surface 

▸ vertical: stratification 

▸ strong magnetic fields ~ several kiloGauss 

▸ p-modes of high order and low degree 

▸ periods between 5 and 21 min 

▸ Oblique Pulsator Model (Kurtz 1982): 

▸ pulsation axis & axis of magnetic field are aligned 

▸ inclination to the rotation axis 

▸ formation of frequency multiplets
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Magnetic field structure of α2Cvn 
(O. Kochukhov)



ROAP STARS - EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE: 𝛂 CIRCINUS - PULSATION & ROTATION
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A&A 588, A54 (2016)

Fig. 4. Standard deviations for individual orbits: BAb (open circles),
UBr (dots), BLb (×), BTr (+)

Fig. 5. αCir light curves after removal of the worst orbits and outliers
and decorrelation. BTr and BLb data are offset for better visibility.

3. Rotation of αCir

The first indirect evidence of the rotation period of αCir was
reported by Kurtz et al. (1994) who deduced a rotation period
of about 4.46 days from the amplitude modulation of the
star’s main pulsation mode. This initial estimate was refined
to 4.4790 days (Kurtz, op.cit) through photometry collected over
the following 12 yr from various observing campaigns.αCir was
observed by the WIRE satellite star tracker for a total of 84 days
during September 2000–July 2006, supported by ground-based
Johnson B photometry from SAAO. These data led to the first
rotation light curve of αCir (Bruntt et al. 2009).

BRITE-Constellation takes the analysis of αCir to a new
stage compared to WIRE by providing space-based photome-
try in two colours. The photometry is plotted in phase with the
rotation period in Fig. 6. The noise level for the blue data is
larger, mostly due to problems with the BAb star tracker and as
a result of the spectral type, which produces a smaller count rate
for the blue BRITEs compared to the red BRITEs. The rotation
light curves are obviously different in the two colours. While one
maximum at approximately phase φ = 0.8 appears in both filters,
the second maximum in red at about φ = 0.2 is not present in
blue (see Fig. 6). This difference is significant, likely indicating
very peculiar spot properties and posing a challenge to interpret
physically.

For comparison, we digitised Fig. 2 of Bruntt et al. (2009)
and, in our Fig. 7, plotted their 100 WIRE data points from
July 2006 along with our BRITE red data (similar in band-
pass to the WIRE data). We conclude that the rotational

Fig. 6. Rotation of αCir observed by the red-sensitive (top) and blue-
sensitive (bottom) BRITEs, respectively, with Prot = 4.4790d. Phase-
bin averages with 1σ errors are given together with the theoretical light
curve obtained for the respective spot model (see Sect. 4). Phases 0 to 1
also show the binned original BRITE data with an overall rms noise of
9 mmag for the red and of 15 mmag for the blue light curve.

Fig. 7. Rotation of αCir. Green circles: WIRE – 2006 July data (Fig. 2
of Bruntt et al. 2009). Dots: UBr and BTr data (red filter) with a phase
binning of 0.01 (small red dots) and of 0.05 (large black dots). The
BRITE data were scaled to fit the amplitude range of WIRE and shifted
in phase to be compatible with the different reference time in HJD for
WIRE and BRITE.

modulation pattern has been stable between 2006 and 2013/14.
When comparing the scatter, one should keep in mind that (1)
BRITE-Constellation data are based on 1 s integrations sam-
pled every 21 s, while WIRE data were obtained twice per
second, co-added in 15 s bins; and (2) the collecting area of
the WIRE star-tracker telescope is three times larger than the
BRITE telescope.

4. Bayesian photometric imaging (BPI)

Ap stars, such as αCir, are well known to exhibit surface abun-
dance nonuniformities (abundance spots) produced as a conse-
quence of chemical diffusion in the presence of their strong mag-
netic fields. As described by, for example Krtička et al. (2009),
photometric variability of these stars is believed to result from
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Rotational period: 4.4790d

Observations with BRITE-Constellation and WIRE satellites

A&A 588, A54 (2016)

Fig. 4. Standard deviations for individual orbits: BAb (open circles),
UBr (dots), BLb (×), BTr (+)

Fig. 5. αCir light curves after removal of the worst orbits and outliers
and decorrelation. BTr and BLb data are offset for better visibility.

3. Rotation of αCir

The first indirect evidence of the rotation period of αCir was
reported by Kurtz et al. (1994) who deduced a rotation period
of about 4.46 days from the amplitude modulation of the
star’s main pulsation mode. This initial estimate was refined
to 4.4790 days (Kurtz, op.cit) through photometry collected over
the following 12 yr from various observing campaigns.αCir was
observed by the WIRE satellite star tracker for a total of 84 days
during September 2000–July 2006, supported by ground-based
Johnson B photometry from SAAO. These data led to the first
rotation light curve of αCir (Bruntt et al. 2009).

BRITE-Constellation takes the analysis of αCir to a new
stage compared to WIRE by providing space-based photome-
try in two colours. The photometry is plotted in phase with the
rotation period in Fig. 6. The noise level for the blue data is
larger, mostly due to problems with the BAb star tracker and as
a result of the spectral type, which produces a smaller count rate
for the blue BRITEs compared to the red BRITEs. The rotation
light curves are obviously different in the two colours. While one
maximum at approximately phase φ = 0.8 appears in both filters,
the second maximum in red at about φ = 0.2 is not present in
blue (see Fig. 6). This difference is significant, likely indicating
very peculiar spot properties and posing a challenge to interpret
physically.

For comparison, we digitised Fig. 2 of Bruntt et al. (2009)
and, in our Fig. 7, plotted their 100 WIRE data points from
July 2006 along with our BRITE red data (similar in band-
pass to the WIRE data). We conclude that the rotational

Fig. 6. Rotation of αCir observed by the red-sensitive (top) and blue-
sensitive (bottom) BRITEs, respectively, with Prot = 4.4790d. Phase-
bin averages with 1σ errors are given together with the theoretical light
curve obtained for the respective spot model (see Sect. 4). Phases 0 to 1
also show the binned original BRITE data with an overall rms noise of
9 mmag for the red and of 15 mmag for the blue light curve.

Fig. 7. Rotation of αCir. Green circles: WIRE – 2006 July data (Fig. 2
of Bruntt et al. 2009). Dots: UBr and BTr data (red filter) with a phase
binning of 0.01 (small red dots) and of 0.05 (large black dots). The
BRITE data were scaled to fit the amplitude range of WIRE and shifted
in phase to be compatible with the different reference time in HJD for
WIRE and BRITE.

modulation pattern has been stable between 2006 and 2013/14.
When comparing the scatter, one should keep in mind that (1)
BRITE-Constellation data are based on 1 s integrations sam-
pled every 21 s, while WIRE data were obtained twice per
second, co-added in 15 s bins; and (2) the collecting area of
the WIRE star-tracker telescope is three times larger than the
BRITE telescope.

4. Bayesian photometric imaging (BPI)

Ap stars, such as αCir, are well known to exhibit surface abun-
dance nonuniformities (abundance spots) produced as a conse-
quence of chemical diffusion in the presence of their strong mag-
netic fields. As described by, for example Krtička et al. (2009),
photometric variability of these stars is believed to result from
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BRITE

WIRE
BRITE
BRITE

Weiss et al. (2016)

Profound difference in shape between different filters



ROAP STARS - EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE: 𝛂 CIRCINUS
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Maps of bright spots A&A 588, A54 (2016)

Fig. 8. Maps of bright spots based on BRITE blue, BRITE red, and
WIRE according to the parameters given in Table 2. Two rotation phases
shown (top and bottom) differ by 180◦. The Bayesian technique cannot
identify a spot at the stellar south pole with sufficient probability for the
BRITE-blue data, probably because of a lower photometric accuracy.

we repeated the modelling with a κ arbitrarily set to 1.5 and ex-
pected the inferred spot size to be reduced by about 50%. Indeed,
we found a factor of 1.84, which corresponds to a spot size re-
duced to 0.54 of the original size. Interestingly, this spot size
reduction with increased kappa only holds for the spot that is
fully visible. The large spot at the south pole, which basically
is visible most of the time, but never entirely, is only reduced
by 4% and its centre moves 6 degrees towards the pole. It is
hardly necessary to stress that it would make even less sense
(from the data analysing point of view) to consider spots with in-
dividual surface brightnesses. The model spot parameters must
be therefore considered with reservation and taken rather as an
order-of-magnitude estimate.

The following parameters were estimated for each circu-
lar spot: the central longitude (λ), latitude (β), and angular
radius (γ). The longitude increases in the direction of stellar
rotation, and the zero point is the central meridian facing the ob-
server at the beginning of the time series (HJD = 2 456 742.188).

Table 1 and 2 summarise what we can say about the locations
and sizes of spots on the surface of αCirbased on a Bayesian
analysis of the red and blue BRITE light curves and the WIRE
light curve. The importance parameter, justifying the attribute
“first” and “second” to a spot, indicates the impact on the light
curve. Listed are expectation values and 90% credibility inter-
vals (not to be confused with ±1σ limits).

A comparison of the tables shows that dark and bright spots
individually fit the BRITE-Constellation and WIRE data equally
well, i.e. we find similar credibility limits. The model light
curves (full lines in Fig. 6) look very much the same and give
the same residuals to the observations, regardless of whether the
spots are dark or bright. However, important differences come to
light in a detailed examination.

The surface mapping for two dark circular spots with the red
BRITE and WIRE data requires a separation of 180◦ in longitude
with spots on opposite sides of the star. Two dark spots, which
fit the blue BRITE data, however, are separated by nearly 90◦ in
longitude and do not agree with the red map. This suggests that
bright spots are a more realistic fit to the entire data set than dark
spots.

We only find a spot model that agrees with WIRE and both
BRITE data sets in the case of bright spots. However, only one
bright spot could be detected in the BRITE blue data, which is
not surprising, considering the differences in the red and blue
BRITE light curves (see Fig. 6). A schematic of what we be-
lieve is the most realistic surface model for αCir (see Table 2)

is provided in Fig. 8. The spot close to the stellar south pole is
credibly present in the WIRE and BRITE-red data, but not in the
BRITE-blue data, which have the lowest precision.

An inhomogeneous surface distribution of elements, like Si,
Cr, and Fe, are known to cause variations in the light curves of
many Ap stars detectable as bright spots in visual photometry
(e.g. Lüftinger et al. 2010a,b; Krtička et al. 2009, 2012, 2015;
Shulyak et al. 2010). This is a strong argument to favour bright
spot solutions over dark spot solutions, if no other information is
available. The size of abundance spots is independent of wave-
length, which is what we find for the bright spot model within
twice the credibility limits.

Bayesian techniques provide an infinite number of feasible
two-spot solutions, but these differ in credibility. A main prob-
lem in our case is the skewness of the marginal distribution for
the parameters, in particular, for the BRITE data, as is evident
from the asymmetric 90% credibility intervals, which is also
listed in both tables. The focus of our investigation is on the ex-
pectation values of the parameters’ marginal distributions. Such
a spot model is, in a certain sense, the most representative, but
because of the posterior’s skewness, this model may differ from
the globally most probable model (the “best-fit model”).

4.3. Significance of BSI models

In the previous Section we tried to model the observed light
curves obtained in different colours with circular areas at the
stellar surface (spots), which manifest themselves to the ob-
server as periodically varying disk averages obtained at various
rotation phases. Stellar surface structures can be very compli-
cated because they depend on temperature, gravity, dynamics in
the atmosphere, element abundances, and magnetic field, all of
these as a functions of optical depth. In addition, insufficient
knowledge of atomic and molecular transition properties and
energy level splittings in the presence of a magnetic field can
have serious effects on how such surface areas are interpreted by
observers.

The transformation of a one-dimensional function, the light
curve, into a two-dimensional surface map obviously requires
simplifying assumptions. An adjustable model constrained by
disk-averaged flux measurements, obtained with three broad-
band filters at a discrete set of rotation phases, cannot represent
the complex physics and chemistry of a stellar atmosphere, but
can indicate locations of inhomogeneities. Unfortunately, in the
present investigation we only have a limited amount of informa-
tion available for αCir to map the complex surface. Photometric
surface models cannot recover information about properties such
as abundances and temperature, but they can indicate areas with
inhomogeneities at the stellar surface. In addition from con-
sistency arguments, they can indicate a preference for flux ex-
cess or depression with no reference to an underlying physics.
Therefore, a realistic starting point is a model, which is as sim-
ple as possible and is tested against the observations, which in
our case is light curves.

The Bayesian approach offers two attractive features: (a)
the quantitative comparison of models differing in the num-
ber of spots and (b) the derivation of credibility intervals for
the model parameters from the posterior probability distribu-
tion. Our two-spot model is sufficient to reproduce the pho-
tometry with the best probability distribution possible so far.
Adding more features may suggest a better visual representation
of the light curve, but considering the noise level of the data, in-
creased complexity reduces the over-all credibility of the model.
Indeed, we have investigated more complex models (e.g. three
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W. W. Weiss et al.: roAp star αCir

flux redistribution principally because of variable line blanket-
ing modulated by stellar rotation. αCir exhibits obvious photo-
metric variability on the rotational timescale that we interpret to
be indicative of such spots.

4.1. Likelihood estimate

The Bayesian photometric imaging (BPI) technique to construct
a spot model based on a light curve well sampled in time is de-
scribed in detail by Lüftinger et al. (2010a). Below we only com-
ment on the construction of the likelihood function, vital for any
parameter estimation.

To save computation time, the fine-tuned data were com-
bined into bins with a maximum width of 36 min. This bin width
corresponds to roughly one-third of the orbital period of one
BRITE satellite. The time difference between adjacent points
within a bin does not exceed 15 min. With these chosen bin
constraints, no bin contains fewer than ten data points. Each of
the 1368 red and 1200 blue bins was assigned a weight accord-
ing to the number of contributing data points within a bin and
used for the BPI procedure described below.

We assume the residuals, deviations between observation
and model, are Gaussian-distributed, i.e. measurement errors
augmented by systematic (model) errors. To enhance robustness,
the variance of the residuals was assumed to be unknown and re-
garded as a mere nuisance parameter. The Gaussian likelihood
function was integrated by applying Jeffreys’ prior (Jeffreys
1961). In our case, the improper (not normalisable) prior varies
with the reciprocal of the variance. We took into account that the
binned data points have different weights. This error-integrated
likelihood was then integrated analytically over all possible mag-
nitude offsets.

The resulting likelihood is a function of the data alone, given
a set of parameter values. It is a comforting feature of this type
of data analysis that the error variance and any magnitude off-
set, although they remain undetermined, can be ignored, which
reduces the number of free parameters and enhances robustness.

To reduce the number of free parameters as much as possi-
ble, we took the star’s inclination to be i = 36◦. This value results
from the measured projected rotational velocity, v sin (i), the as-
sumed value of the stellar radius (Bruntt et al. 2008), and the
rotational period of 4.4790 days (Kurtz et al. 1994). As the limb-
darkening coefficient is unknown, it was regarded as a nuisance
parameter for the present study. For the high-quality WIRE data,
however, in a follow-up study it might also be possible to ex-
tract the marginal distribution of the coefficient for linear limb
darkening.

The outcome of a Bayesian parameter estimation is the pos-
terior probability distribution in an high-dimensional parame-
ter space. Direct numerical brute-force integration often requires
prohibitively large computing resources, so we used the Markov
chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC; cf. Press et al. 2007). The
likelihood mountain in the six-dimensional space is explored by
up to 64 Markov chains. In a relaxed state, each parameter’s
marginal distribution is revealed by counting how often an el-
ement in parameter space is frequented by the chains.

A marginal distribution describes a parameter’s probability
distribution irrespective of the values of all the other parameters,
i.e. disregarding correlations between parameters. These distri-
butions are reflected in Tables 1 and 2 by presenting the corre-
sponding credibility intervals. It is an advantage of the Bayesian
approach that parameter averages, such as expectation or median
as well as credibility intervals, are deduced from the measured
data alone.

Table 1. Parameters for circular spots for the BRITE-red, WIRE, and
BRITE-blue solutions, assuming two dark spots.

Parameter BRITE-red WIRE BRITE-blue

first spot

λ 74◦.3+2.4
−2.4 89◦.4+0.8

−0.7 209◦+24
−29

β −72◦.7+5.5
−5.2 −2◦.8+3.4

−3.7 36◦+41
−33

γ 58◦.2+6.2
−6.3 8◦.0+0.4

−0.3 6◦+2
−2

second spot

λ 248◦.5+6.2
−6.2 263◦.4+1.3

−1.3 118◦+12
−14

β 6◦.0+44.8
−30.8 −18◦.7+2.9

−3.1 −24◦+25
−35

γ 6◦.0+1.8
−2.2 8◦.3+0.7

−0.7 16◦+15
−11

Residuals ±2.1 ±0.14 ±4.8

Notes. We list expectation values and 90% credibility limits for the
central longitude (λ), latitude (β), and radius (γ). Radii and their un-
certainties are modelled for a spot intensity of 60% of the unperturbed
photosphere.

Table 2. The same as Table 1, but assuming bright spots.

Parameter BRITE-red WIRE BRITE-blue

first spot

λ 326◦.5+7.8
−7.4 356◦.9+0.9

−0.8 356◦+8
−8

β 31◦.7+25.1
−21.9 25◦.9+4.3

−4.4 34◦+27
−23

γ 9◦.6+2.0
−2.0 13◦.7+1.4

−1.4 8◦+1
−1

second spot

λ 172◦.2+7.3
−7.6 186◦.1+2.0

−2.0

β −73◦.8+5.2
−5.3 −82◦.8+1.4

−1.5 no solution

γ 64◦.2+7.3
−7.2 85◦.2+4.4

−3.6

Residuals ±2.1 ±0.13 ±4.9

Notes. No two-spot solution was obtained for the BRITE-blue data.
Radii and their uncertainties are modelled for a spot intensity of 125%
of the unperturbed photosphere.

4.2. Surface spot models

We restrict our discussion to two-spot models since the infor-
mation content of the presently available BRITE data does not
enable us to consider more than two spots. The WIRE data do
contain more information, which we plan to explore in a future
study. The main picture, however, very probably will remain the
same.

In our model, two types of circular spots are allowed: dark
spots with a brightness of 60% of the brightness of the undis-
turbed photosphere and bright spots with a brightness of 125%.
The latter values are similar to what has been reported for the
spots of HD 50773 by Lüftinger et al. (2010a), based, as is al-
ready mentioned, on an independent analysis of space-based
photometry and ground-based Doppler imaging.

The reason for a fixed common spot brightness is the un-
avoidable degeneracy between spot area and spot brightness,
which prevents the MCMC method to converge to a relaxed so-
lution of the posterior probability density distribution. The data
simply do not constrain both parameters independently. Hence,
we had no choice but to prescribe the spot brightness parame-
ter, but these are based on examples in the literature. As a test,
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ƛ … longitude 
𝛃 … latitude 
γ … radius

Weiss et al. (2016)

‣ Unusual spot models from blue and red filter data 
‣ Second spot: very different chemical composition



ROAP STARS - EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE: 𝛂 CIRCINUS
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Pulsation frequency = 2442 μHz = 210.98c/d → Ppuls = 6.825min

Weiss et al. (2016)



P-MODE PULSATIONS

RAPID LINE PROFILE VARIATIONS IN A ROAP STAR
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O. Kochukhov



SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATIONS

SOLAR LIKE OSCILLATORS
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SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATORS

BACKGROUND

▸ Search started 1980 

▸ First indication for solar-like oscillations in another star: 
Procyon 1991 

▸ Confirmed discoveries in mid 1990ies 

▸ Difficult detection due to very low amplitudes, only possible 
with: 

▸ radial velocity measurements (=spectroscopy) from ground 

▸ space missions
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SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATORS

LOW-AMPLITUDES IN PROCYON

▸ spectroscopic amplitudes between 1.3 and 38cm/s 
▸ photometric amplitudes even lower:  

<9 ppm (parts-per-million) = 0.000009 mag
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SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATORS

SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATORS UNTIL 2007

▸ Oscillation frequencies scale as 
expected 

▸ Large (and small) separations 
derived 

▸ Too few frequencies to map the 
interior rotation or tune mixing 
processes as in the Sun 

▸ Need for long term uninterrupted 
monitoring ➔ Start of the “space 
photometry revolution”
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SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATORS

FIRST COROT RESULTS: RED GIANTS

▸ G and K giants - the future of our Sun 

▸ hundreds of red giant pulsators found 

▸ non-radial oscillators 

▸ short AND long mode lifetimes: few to 
tens of days 

▸ opened up the red part of the HRD for 
asteroseismology
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De Ridder et al. (2009, Nature)



RED GIANT

FIRST RESULTS FROM KEPLER: SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATIONS
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Red Giant

16 Cyg A & B: G3 V 
(Sun-like star) 

Metcalfe et al. (2012); 

Verma et al. (2014)



SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATORS

KEPLER ENSEMBLE ASTEROSEISMOLOGY
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Chaplin et al., 2010, Science



SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATORS

SCALING RELATIONS

▸ Frequency of maximum power, 𝛎max, scales with acoustic 
cutoff frequency (Brown et al. 1991) 

▸ Relation  & other fundamental properties (Kjeldsen & 
Bedding 1995)
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SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATORS

SCALING RELATIONS

▸ main sequence & red giant 
solar like oscillators: 
Power law
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Red Clump

Huber et al. (2011)



SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATORS

KEPLER SEISMIC AGE DIAGRAM FOR RED GIANTS
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Seismic ages! (White et al. 2011, ApJ)



SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATORS

ASTEROSEISMIC DISTINCTION OF RED GIANT PULSATOR TYPES
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Bedding et al., Huber et al. (2011), Kallinger et al. (2010) etc.



SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATORS

FAST CORE ROTATION IN RED GIANTS
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Beck et al. (2012), Nature

radial modes
l=2 modes

l=1 rotational  
multiplets

observed rotational 
splitting

theoretically predicted  
rotational splitting 

(2 rotation laws)



SOLAR-LIKE OSCILLATORS

CORE - SURFACE ROTATION IN RED GIANTS

▸ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYF3SoCtI0w 

▸ core rotation of subgiant star appears to be 6 times faster than 
the surface rotation (Deheuvels et al. 2012) 

▸ In several red giants: core rotation at least 5 to 20 times faster 
than surface rotation; derived from gravity-dominated mixed 
modes (Beck et al. 2012, Mosser et al. 2012) 

▸ Assumptions of stellar models on internal rotation can finally be 
tested ➔ are 2 orders of magnitude wrong! 
(Eggenberger et al. 2012; Cantiello et al. 2014)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYF3SoCtI0w


OTHER PULSATORS
TO READ IF YOU ARE INTERESTED



RADIAL PULSATIONS

RR LYRAE STARS
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RADIAL PULSATIONS

RR LYRAE STARS

▸ evolved away from main  
sequence and burn Helium  
in their cores 

▸ evolutionary stage makes them tracers for galactic evolution  

▸ they obey a period-luminosity relation and are used as distance indicators 

▸ spectral types A2 to F6 

▸ periods between ~0.2 and 1 days 

▸ pulsate in radial fundamental (RRab), first overtone (RRc) or in both 
simultaneously (RRd)
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Poretti et al. (2010)



RADIAL PULSATIONS

TYPES OF RR LYRAE STARS

▸ RRab
▸ pulsate in radial fundamental mode 

▸ asymmetric light curve 

▸ RRc
▸ pulsate in first overtone  

▸ sinusoidal light curve 

▸ RRd
▸ radial fundamental and first overtone 

pulsations
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RADIAL PULSATIONS

THE BLAZHKO EFFECT - ONE OF THE BIG UNSOLVED QUESTIONS

�34

‣ Blazhko Effect 
‣ Amplitude and phase modulation 
‣ Tens to hundreds of days 
‣ period of modulation = Blazhko 

period

Period change and 
amplitude modulation 
over the Blazhko cycle 

for KIC 5559631

Kolenberg et al. (2010)

plot by K. Kolenberg



P-MODE PULSATIONS

CEPHEIDS
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P-MODE PULSATIONS

CEPHEIDS
▸ Most homogeneous group of pulsators

▸ Giants or Supergiants, Population I Stars

▸ spectral types F5 to G5

▸ Light curves asymmetric & extremely periodic

▸ Periods: 1 - 50 d

▸ light variations of up to 2 mag 

▸ simultaneous change of temperature, 
luminosity, spectral type & color 

▸ Example: δ Cephei - Change of spectral type between 
F5 to G2 & temperature by 1500K 

▸ κ-mechanism in He I-II and H I-II
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plot by K. Kolenberg



RADIAL PULSATIONS

MIRA STARS & SEMI-REGULAR VARIABLES
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RADIAL PULSATIONS

MIRA STARS & SEMI-REGULAR VARIABLES

▸ Population I stars, red giants

▸ very long periods: > 80d

▸ low Teff: 2500 - 3500K 

▸ high luminosities: 103 - 7x103 LSun

▸ radial pulsations

▸ κ-mechanism in He I-II and H I-II

▸ Mira stars: radial fundamental modes

▸ Semi-regular variables: 1., 2., 3. radial overtones & fundamental mode

�38

chi Cygni observed by AAVSO member



P- AND G-MODE PULSATIONS

SUBDWARF B VARIABLES
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P- AND G-MODE PULSATIONS

SUBDWARF B VARIABLES
▸ extremely horizontal branch stars, core He burning  

▸ κ-mechanism associated with a local overabundance of Fe-peak elements 

▸ ~0.5 solar masses 

▸ Teff from ~20 000 K to 40 000 K 

▸ they have shed their outer layers near the tip of the red giant branch and are 
equivalent of the exposed core of a horizontal branch star   (Reed et al. 2014) 

▸ sdB short period p-mode pulsators = V 361 Hya stars 

▸ discovered 1996 (Kilkenny et al. 1997) 

▸ periods of a few minutes, amplitudes < 1% of their mean brightness 

▸ sdB longer period g-mode pulsators = V 1093 Her stars 

▸ discovered 2003 (Green et al. 2003) 

▸ periods of ~1 - 2 hours, lower amplitudes 

▸ hybrids possible, but mostly one type dominates
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P- AND G-MODE PULSATIONS

MODE-IDENTIFICATION FOR sdB STARS

▸ KIC 10670103: 
richest sdB star 

▸ 278 periods 
from 0.4 to 11.8h, 
163 (59%) are l ≤ 2 

▸ tight constraints 
for theoretical 
models

�41

Reed et al. (2014)

l=2 l=1 0.07μHz0.11μHz



P-MODE PULSATIONS

VARIABLE SUBDWARF O STARS
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P-MODE PULSATIONS

VARIABLE SUBDWARF O STARS

▸ related to sdB stars

▸ He rich (!)

▸ temperatures: 40 000K - 100 000K

▸ ~0.5 solar masses

▸ post red giant stars that were stripped of 
too much of the H envelope mass before 
or at the He-flash to sustain H-shell 
burning

▸ currently only one member known

▸ 60 - 120s pulsation periods
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G-MODE PULSATIONS

GW VIR = DOV STARS = PG 1159 STARS
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G-MODE PULSATIONS

GW VIR = DOV STARS = PG 1159 STARS
▸ hottest pulsating (pre-)white dwarfs

▸ atmospheres dominated by He, C and O

▸ temperatures: 75 000K - 200 000K

▸ periods between 7 and 30min

▸ excitation: ionization zones of C & O

▸ strongly underabundant in H, strongly overabundance in He, C & O

▸ prototype & record holder: PG1159-035

▸ 198 pulsation modes, all have l ≤ 2 

▸ extremely exact determination of mass and rotation, inner stratification, 
inclination of rotation axis, magnetic field strengths (< 2kG) 
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G-MODE PULSATIONS

DAV & DBV STARS
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G-MODE PULSATIONS

DAV & DBV STARS
▸ low degree and high order g-modes 

▸ DAV = ZZ Ceti stars - excitation through convection

▸ temperatures: 12 300 - 10 850K 

▸ H atmosphere 

▸ ~100 members known 

▸ periods: 30 s to 25 min 

▸ DBV = V777Her stars - excitation through κ-mechanism

▸ temperatures: 27 800K - 21 800K 

▸ He atmosphere 

▸ little pulsators among DB white dwarfs: 18 known 

▸ periods: 4 to 16 min, amplitudes: 0.2 mag to few mmag
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TIME SERIES ANALYSIS



WE ARE DEALING WITH THE TOUGHEST CASES: 

TIME SERIES OF UNEQUALLY SPACED 
AND  

GAPPED ASTRONOMICAL DATA
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TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

A PERIODIC SIGNAL

Dots: periodic signal with frequency f = 0.123456789 d-1. 
Dotted line: fit for this frequency. 
Full line: fit with frequency 2.123456789 d-1.
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GAPPED DATA

Simulated gapped data - typical time series for a single-site 
observing run of a pulsating star
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SPACE DATA

Typical time series of a pulsating star as observed from space
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FREQUENCY DETERMINATION
▸ Aim: Determination of previously unknown periodicities 

▸ We use mathematical and statistical tests for each data set 
that shows temporal variability. With this we describe the 
variability itself and through the variability we learn about 
the physical system (=star) that is responsible for the 
variability. 

▸ Mean:  

▸ Variance: measures how far a set of numbers is spread out

�53

σ2
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MEAN & VARIANCE

68% of all data points lie within 1 sigma 

99.7% lie within 3 sigma

+1σ
+2σ
+3σ

-3σ
-2σ
-1σ

Mean
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REALITY CHECK
▸ More complicated in reality… variability of data influences statistics 

▸ Examples:  

▸ short period variations “disappear” in mean;  

▸ for large amplitude variables (e.g., Mira) a mean magnitude does not make a 
lot of sense 

▸ there might be systematic errors in the data 

▸ Random errors are always included in the measurements even if the 
quality is exceptionally good! 

▸ Keep checking for systematic errors throughout any analysis! 

▸ Message: first you need to understand and characterize your data, 
then you can start to analyze them!
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR DATA

▸ What is the time sampling? 

▸ Are there gaps in the data? If so, what caused them? 

▸ Is the scatter (variance / sigma) reasonable or too high? 

▸ If it is very high, are there a lot of outliers? What might have 
caused outliers? Can we correct them or do we need to remove 
selected outlier points? 

▸ Are there significant changes in the shape of the light 
curve?
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EXAMPLES OF REAL DATA
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EXAMPLES OF REAL DATA

Gaps 

Outliers

Change of  
“shape”
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THE BEST PERIOD
▸ Consider quantity x observed at ti: 

xi(ti) with i = 1,…,N 

▸ Phase φ(ti) for cyclic frequency f or 
period P = 1/f with respect to the  
reference epoch t0:  
         φ(ti) = [f(ti - t0)] = [ti - t0 / P] 

▸ Best period 

▸ minimizes the residuals of the intensity variations      ↓ 
e.g. through Fourier analysis methods & least-squares fits 

▸ minimizes the residuals in phase                              ← 
e.g. through Phase Dispersion Minimization (PDM)
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Phase = Time / Period

In
te
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Phase Diagram
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FOURIER ANALYSIS

▸ Concept: We fit a series of sine curves with varying frequencies, 
amplitudes and phases to our data. 

▸ Fourier transform of x(t):  

▸ As in reality we have measurements at discrete points in time, 
we need to replace the integral with a sum → discrete Fourier 
Analysis 

▸ We transform the time series into the frequency domain and 
instead of the time series we investigate their amplitude 
spectra (or power spectra).
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EXAMPLES OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS

106 points over 1000d 104 points over 10d

4472 points over 10d
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EXAMPLES OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS

Fourier transforms of a noiseless time series of a sine function 
with frequency 5.123456789 d-1 generated for a finite time span 
of 10 days and containing one large gap from day 4 until day 6 
(top) and from day 2 until day 8 (bottom)
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SPECTRAL WINDOW

▸ characteristics of your data 

▸ instrumental regularities 
(e.g., day-night cycle, 
satellite orbit) 

▸ data set structure  
(e.g., regular gaps)
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ALIAS FREQUENCIES

▸ Maxima in periodograms at spurious frequencies due to 
observing times 

▸ Most common alias frequencies for non-equidistant data: 

▸ Δt ~ 1 day, 1 year, specific gaps, length of nightly observations, 
etc.
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ACCEPTANCE CRITERION

▸ A > 4 σFourier  
means: 99.9% confidence interval 
that peak is not caused by noise  
 
A … amplitude 
σFourier … noise computed in a test 
interval around the candidate 
frequency 
 
A > 3.6 σFourier 
99.0% confidence interval that peak 
is not caused by noise
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Kuschnig et al. (1997), Breger et al. (1993)
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LEAST SQUARES FIT
▸ Trying to fit the data with this formula 
 
 

▸ To find the periodic content in the data & minimize residuals 
between fit and measurements 
 
with a0 … zero point (~average magnitude) 
ai … individual amplitudes of the modes ( ~height of the Fourier spectrum)  
fi … frequency of the i-th mode 
Φi … phase of the i-th mode
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€ 

y(t) = ao +
i=1

i= n

∑ ai sin(2Πf it + φi)



UNTIL YOU REACH THE NOISE LEVEL
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NYQUIST FREQUENCY

▸ Nyquist frequency fNyquist = 1 / 2Δt = N-1 / 2ΔT  
 
N … number of measurements that are equally spread over ΔT 
 
Δt … time separation between two data points (= “time step”) 
         Δt = ΔT / N-1

�68

Sampling Theorem: “A signal can be 
reconstructed from its samples if the 
original signal has no frequencies 
above 1/2 the sampling frequency”
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NYQUIST FREQUENCY & ALIASES

▸ Sampling Theorem means that all frequencies from 
                          -fNyquist < f < fNyquist  
can be determined 

▸ BUT: real frequencies f > fNyquist lead to alias frequencies 
between -fNyquist and +fNyquist  
e.g., 2 * fNyquist - f, 2 * fNyquist+ f, 3 * fNyquist - f etc. 

▸ Example: roAp star with f = 220 c/d (P = 6.5min)  
Δt = 6 min = 1/240 d → fNyquist = 1*240 / 2 = 120 d-1 
alias frequency at fNyquist - f = (240 - 220) d-1 = 20 d-1
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ERROR ESTIMATES

▸ Error for derived frequency assuming white noise and no 
alias problems 
 
 

▸ with σR … average error of the data (~standard deviation 
of noise) 
T … total time span  
N … number of data points
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FREQUENCY RESOLUTION

▸ Resolution of two close peaks, if they are separated by  
 

fres = 1 / T 
 

“Rayleigh criterion”
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LIMITATIONS OF FOURIER ANALYSIS

▸ Advantage: quick, easy, commonly used 

▸ Disadvantages: 

▸ asymmetric light curves like  
for RR Lyrae stars 

▸ formation of “harmonics”,  
superposition of sine waves  
needed to reproduce the  
light curve 

▸ problematic if periods change with time
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OTHER METHOD

▸ Phase Dispersion Minimization (PDM) 
Stellingwerf 1978, ApJ 224, 953 

▸ data are compared to a test period and phase diagrams are 
generated 

▸ the sum of the data set’s variances in certain phase intervals 
(e.g., length of 0.05*period) is evaluated in comparison to the 
test period → reaches a minimum at correct period
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FOURIER ANALYSIS WITH PERIOD04

▸ Period04 for download under: 
http://www.lenzpat.at/period04 

▸ You will get your own data sets on 28 Nov 2018 

▸ including a detailed description of your tasks
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